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Last year, the Carnegie
Gallery of Dundas held
its Secret Gardens 20th
anniversary tour on June
2. The next weekend,
Georgetown Horticultural
Society let people Through
the Garden Gate to see
eight selected properties.
Interest in these tours
seems to be only – well,
growing: ticket sales for
the Dundas tour were up
50 per cent from last year.

▲ Private yet inviting, this end of
a large house on Sixth Line near
Georgetown is surrounded by lavish
plantings providing both seasonal
blooms and year-round appeal.
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The long winter of
dreaming about gardens,
planning improvements,
wanting to get busy, ends
with a spring of melting
snow and worrying
changes of temperature
until suddenly it’s
early June and there is
absolutely everything to
do at once: buys seeds,
plants and amendments,
cultivate beds, plant! And
then there are the private
garden tours. They take up
a precious weekend day
when you could/should
be in your own garden,
but how fabulous and
inspiring it is to see what
others have achieved! Here
is some of what people
saw last year in Dundas
and Georgetown. nev
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▲ This stunning Beauty Bush
in full bloom on this early June
day had visitors enthralled.
The garden on Metcalfe Court
in Georgetown travels steeply
down a terraced slope.

▶

Stepping through an arbour is
a pleasure. Arbours can define
a space, announce a transition,
frame a view, invite a stroll.
This intriguing arbour made
of pipes is in the back garden
of a house on Melville St. in
Dundas. The blooms, shade trees,
water features and meandering
paths fascinated visitors. ▶

▲ Gardens edging the front steps
provide a welcome to a beautiful
curving verandah at the front of
this house on South St. West in
Dundas. Around the back, a small
garden surrounds a water fountain
and a large outdoor living space
offers cooking, dining and lounging
near an outdoor gas fireplace.

Snow-in-summer trails over the
retaining walls hand built by
the owner of this terraced front
garden on Queen St., Georgetown.
A variety of perennials, shrubs,
stately trees and a row of bright
red geraniums fills the beds. ▼

▲ One of several members of
the Dundas Valley School of
Arts found the view of this back
garden on Cayley St. in Dundas
so beautiful, she spent the day
painting outside. Flat rock walls
hold garden beds on the rolling
multi-level ¾-acre property.

This garden on Chelvin Dr. in
Georgetown has an extensive
structure of beautiful rocks
cemented in place to define
walkways and garden beds. The
garden descends in the rear,
among colourful trees, shrubs,
evergreens and ground covers. ▼

This striking house on a large rural property on Woodhill Rd.,
Lynden, on the Dundas tour, is beautifully introduced by interesting
groundcovers, perennials, flowering shrubs, evergreens, a crazy
paving stone path, and stately arbour. The property also features
a circulating waterfall to a large natural pond. The owners are
professionals; they run a commercial greenhouse operation. ▼

This shady front garden without lawn, on Georgetown’s Queen St.,
shows its owners’ love of hostas and rhododendrons. Although
relatively young, begun in 2008, this impressive garden fills the
large lot, including the side and back yard of the house. ▶
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◀ Sunburst Locust trees provide
a high canopy over this peaceful
seating area surrounded by flowering
bushes at the back of a house
on Little John Rd., Dundas.

◀ Sometimes the simplest treatment
can provide a big impact. At the
side of a large rural garden on 15
Sideroad near Georgetown, two purple
Muskoka chairs and a yellow lantern
punctuate the gorgeous green.

Shallow but wide, this garden
on Georgetown’s Chelvin Dr.
is a 28-year-old beauty with a
pond, large established flower
bed and a planter bench from
which to enjoy it all. ▼

▲ One of many beautiful scenes
in a large country garden on
Old Hwy. 99, Dundas. This path
passes a waterfall, leads through
a large seat-arbour, toward
sculptures and antique cars
displayed through the property.

Continued on page 36
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Suddenly
it’s early
June &
there’s
everything
to do at
once: buy
seeds &
plants &
get them
in the
ground.

▲ A small lot on Cayley St., Dundas, packs in a lot of charm with
a large patio, welcome shade trees and a fenced-off dog run.

▲ It’s always party time in this back yard on Abel Court in
Dundas, with an impressive wood-fired pizza oven cabana and a
nearby outdoor, in-ground hot tub surrounded by a patio.

◀ A long border blooming in blue
on a hot June day in Lucy Maud
Montgomery Garden, Norval, at the
edge of Georgetown. Volunteers created
and maintain this tribute to the author
of Anne of Green Gables, a resident
of the village in the 1930s. The large
roadside garden includes a gazebo
with quotations from Montgomery’s
works and a famous analemmatic
sun dial, in which the viewer’s
shadow serves to mark the time.
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▲ This garden on Grant Ave.,
Dundas, descends a steep ravine
and has a dramatic entrance
along a waterfall and fish pond.
The central terrace seating area
has an arbour with birdhouses,
a sun dial and fountain.

Continued on page 38
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Ideas for Transplanting

Give houseplants a
summer vacation in a
sheltered spot outside.

Highlight an old stump
by adding a hanging
flower basket above it.

Furnish a sheltered outdoor
space near the garden.

Frame a pretty potted
plant with a rustic easel.

Attach planters to a tall fence for high interest.
For a healthy natural pond, let native plants form a tall screen at the edge.
Muddy garden gloves
drying outside make a
charming display.

Place fake snakes near the vegetable
patch to frighten off rabbits.
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Plant the boulevard space beyond the sidewalk.

Consider using everything as a planter,
even an old iron woodstove.
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